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Abstract 
For the features of network topologies which have more similar tree structures and in which the weight of a vertex has positive
correlation with the sum of the weight of the edges connected to it, some experiments were done to verify the efficiency of Light 
Vertex matching algorithm for multilevel partitioning network topologies. A comparison of partitioning effect on Light Vertex 
matching with heavy edge matching and selective heavy edge matching shows that the first one gets better performance than the 
other two in terms of better balance and less edge cutting. Using the partition result in experiments of worm propagation simulation 
system shows good performance too. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University of Science 
and Technology 
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1. Introduction  
To research many events on the Internet should use simulation means. To simulate a vast network model not only 
requires great resource cost, but also takes a long time [1].  It is difficult for a single computer rapidly completes the 
simulation in large scale network. There is a growing concern for parallel simulation. The first step in the simulation of 
parallel process should decompose the task. The simulated network topology should be divided into several subnets 
and the task of each subnet is taken by a simulation node [2], so that each computer in the cluster is responsible for the 
simulation of part nodes of the real network. 
Network topology can be abstracted into an undirected graph; computers and routers on the network are abstracted 
into vertexes (node), and connected lines are abstracted into edges. The node weight represents the workload of 
computer and the router; the weight of edge represents the data traffic between nodes. So the division of the network is 
abstracted into a graph partitioning [3]. 
Multilevel partitioning algorithm is a kind of partitioning method and it is researched deeply in foreign country [4]. 
In recent years, some domestic scholars research successively on it. The study Content includes the new matching 
algorithm [4], mathematical programming method for directed graph [5], and hypergraph model [6],etc. Multilevel 
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partitioning algorithm has three main steps: the process of compressing and coarsening, the process of initial 
partitioning, and the refinement process. During the compression and coarsening process of multilevel partitioning, 
matching algorithm is commonly used. It includes RM (Random Matching), HEM (Heavy Edge Matching), HEM* 
(improved Heavy Edge Matching), and LEM (Light Edge Matching) [4]. 
LVM (Light Vertex Matching) algorithm is a new algorithm proposed on the network topology. This paper used the 
experimental data to prove that LVM algorithm has good performance during the coarse process of multilevel 
partitioning. 
2. LVM algorithm 
Network topology is composed of the network nodes and the lines connected to these nodes. According to the 
workload of the nodes and connection lines, it is divided into the backbone network and the branch network, but it has 
no obvious boundary. The actual network line is bidirectional, but in most cases, the bidirectional flow can be 
considered approximately the same, so it can be abstracted as an undirected graph. The structure of backbone network 
is a non-regular structure mesh network, but the most branches mounted on the backbone network are tree like 
structure. That is to say, there are many branch routers connected to every router of the backbone network, and there 
are many smaller branch routers connected to every router of the branch network, in this manner to continue until the 
final routers or computers. Network topology has the following characteristics in weight: the weight of each node has 
positive correlation with the sum of the weight of its edges. This is based on the following considerations: the weight 
of a node represents its busy degree. The more a node transmits, the busier is the node. The edge weight represents the 
traffic between the nodes, so total transmission through a node represents approximately weight of the node. 
For the feature of network topology which has more tree like structure and in which the weight of a vertex has 
positive correlation with the total weight of the edges connected to it, LVM algorithm is proposed. LVM is a new 
algorithm in the coarse phase of multilevel partitioning, and it can improve the partitioning performance greatly. 
More precisely, LVM algorithm works as follows. At first an unvisited vertex X is randomly selected, if all the 
vertices connect to X have been marked as visited, then marks X as visited. If one or more vertices connect to X have 
not been marked as visited vertices, and these vertices are V1, V2, … , Vk. If the vertex Vj has the minimum weight, then 
edge XVj belong to matching Mi, and X and Vj are marked as visited. Repeat the process until all vertices are marked as 
visited. The complexity of the algorithm is O (| E |). 
3. The basic characteristics description of network topology in experiment 
In order to compare different matching algorithms, some network topologies graphs are needed in experiments. At 
first we develop a program that can add tree graph on the known graph. Using the program, we generate 8 graphs 
basing on the graph of METIS package. The weight of vertex is sum of the weights of associated edges. The range of 
the edges weight is from 1 to 106. Why? Generally the lowest speed between two network nodes is 1Kb, if the speed is 
lower than 1Kb, it is difficult to suffering on the Internet. The big Bone network usually is 1Gb or even larger, and 
1Gb/1Kb=106. So the edge weight is from 1 to 106.
Table 1 the basic characteristics of the network topologies for evaluating the matching model experiment 
Sequence number . graph name maximum weight of edge the number of edges the number of vertices 
1 10.test.tree 10 53357 52809 
2 100.test.tree 100 53357 52809 
3 1000.test.tree 1000 53357 52809 
4 10000.test.tree 10000 53357 52809 
5 100000.test.tree 100000 53357 52809 
6 20x10000.100000.tree 100000 140894 140346 
7 Weigh.1453 111296 1681 1453 
8 Weigh.800 40070 1040 800 
9 Weigh.400 11868 520 400 
During the coarsening phase of multilayer k partitioning, three matching algorithms are selected, include LVM, 
SHEM and HEM. In general RM algorithm is not better than SHEM and HEM [7], RM is not compared in the 
experiments. The basic characteristics of network topology in experiment are in table 1. 
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The first five graphs in table 1 have the same structure. The edge weights of graph 1 to graph 6 are randomly 
generated, and the maximum edges weight does not exceed corresponding values in the table.  
The graph 7 is gotten based on China Education and Research Network (CERNET) in Beijing on November 13, 
2003 [8], which detected 43,414 hosts in 5,553,665 IP addresses, and got 1,453 routers and 1,681 links. There were 
1,168 routers connected with the hosts.  
The graph 8 and graph 9 are generated through NEM topology generation tool. The weights of graph 7, graph 8 and 
graph 9 are added according to the literature [8], using the method TPBLE (Topology Partitioning Based on Load 
Estimation). 
4. Experimental environment and load estimation method 
Partitioning network simulation task is actually partitioning the network topology. In order to reduce the simulation 
time, the workload of each part of simulation nodes should be balanced in partitioning network topology. The 
workload the router in the network topology is different. A super router transmits a great deal of data, it received and 
sent more packets, so its workload is large. Small router receives and sends a few packets, so its workload is small. To 
make the simulation tasks be balanced is actually to make the node load in subnet. In the multi-machine simulation 
environment the partition of a network topology should make the transmission to be the minimizing between the 
machines. The efficiency of parallel network simulation is affected by the machine’s workload and the link load 
between the machines. No one can accurately know the load of each node and each link unless simulation is completed 
during the network simulation. Therefore the load of the nodes and links is estimated using a load estimation algorithm 
called TPBLE (Topology Partitioning Based on Load Estimation) [8]. To obtain the shortest path between any two 
nodes in a graph, Dijkstra algorithm is used in experiments [9].
Partitioning experiments are running on a PC which has 512M memory and a 1700MHz Pentium  Ⅳ CPU. Our 
method has the similar running time to the Metis package. The original multilevel algorithms are based on random 
number, but we used fixed values, thus the algorithms have repeatability. We give the partitioning result as the initial 
data to worm simulation research group and we don’t know their work environment. 
Experiment tested three matching models. They are LVM, SHEM and HEM. GR (Greedy Refinement) refinement 
strategy was used in refinement stage of the experiment. 
If only the edges have weight in a graph, HEM may work better. But if a vertex has weight in a network topology, 
HEM will get a coarsening graph which has huge weight vertexes. Partitioning on such coarsen graph can cause 
unbalance. SHEM is based on HEM, but it restricts the weight of vertices after the merger. If the weight of the new 
merged vertexes is too heavy, then cancel the merging. The small change has very good results in the experiments. 
5. The comparison of the different matching models influence on edge-cutting and balance 
Using LVM, SHEM and HEM to partition the graphs in table 1, and make the K=2
n
 (n=1, 2, … , 10),85 groups of 
result data were gotten. From the data, comparison of three matching algorithms on the graphs about edge-cutting and 
balance is gotten, and be listed in table 2 and table 3. The smaller value is better whether in edge-cutting or balance. 
According to the 85 groups of data, the optimum number is counted, and the results are listed in table 4. The total 
optimum number in table 4 on balance is more than 85(the sum optimum percentage is more than 100%), and why this 
happened? The reason is that sometimes there are 2 or 3 matching algorithms are the optimum at the same time. 
5.1. The compare of different matching models influence on edge-cutting 
Concluding from the data in table 2, LVM works better than SHEM, and SHEM works better than HEM. 
Especially when the maximum weight is 100,000, LVM has apparent advantage. If the edge weight is up to 1000000 
or 10000000, LVM will work much better, but it also requires the figure’s scale should be large enough. But if the 
graph is not big enough, LVM will have no obvious advantages and just only is a kind of optional matching 
algorithms, sometimes it works well and sometimes not. 
The literature [7, 10] shows that “SHEM algorithm is better than the RM algorithm at least 35% on edge-cutting”. 
And our experiments prove that LVM algorithm is better than SHEM. 
Table 2 Compare on edge-cutting of three matching model 
LVM LVM LVM SHE SHEM SHEM HEM HEM HEM K
Value smallest Average biggest smalle average biggest smallest average biggest 
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2 333 494,086 2,799,460 236 705,541 4,425,563 270 586,634 2,869,998 
4 682 932,165 3,954,439 482 747,358 3,400,458 979 897,155 3,986,778 
8 1,542 1,471,502 5,819,082 1,980 1,985,275 8,774,480 1,935 10,028,457 44,145,111 
16 2,829 3,144,840 14,059,701 1,897 3,329,150 17,858,590 3,408 7,142,322 35,903,248 
32 2,610 3,864,945 19,860,194 3,296 7,368,366 39,333,668 9,023 10,086,795 39,665,628 
64 4,045 6,795,578 38,275,797 3,669 7,115,209 38,701,336 7,858 12,116,771 51,062,492 
128 3,725 11,834,57
4
75,370,272 5,231 11,928,440 59,380,427 7,873 23,176,800 119,094,863 
256 6,727 13,442,33
3
68,131,240 6,856 13,283,162 71,258,155 7,388 16,561,293 80,619,754 
512 10,261 20,826,49
5
80,116,000 10,45
8
22,010,280 87,915,487 10,988 25,255,165 101,355,038 
1024 16,940 34,158,96
0
116,379,30
4
17,15
5
35,809,131 116,548,286 18,282 33,726,696 106,174,495 
Table 3 compare data of balance of three matching model 
LVM LVM LVM SHEM SHEM SHEM HEM HEM HEM K
Value smallest average biggest smallest average biggest smallest average biggest 
2 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.01 1.03 1.03 
4 1.01 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 
8 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.03 1.27 2.41 
16 1.03 1.19 2.09 1.03 1.12 1.24 1.03 1.48 4.02 
32 1.03 1.30 1.84 1.03 3.05 17.37 1.03 2.33 9.40 
64 1.03 2.52 10.42 1.03 1.67 2.39 1.03 3.93 21.52 
128 1.03 3.33 10.76 1.03 4.49 20.38 1.07 5.09 26.41 
256 1.03 7.89 36.45 1.03 8.16 29.63 1.03 10.28 59.73 
512 1.04 6.32 19.42 1.04 13.31 40.87 1.04 13.54 43.64 
1024 1.12 13.21 72.81 1.09 60.13 197.43 1.09 35.59 154.51 
Table 4 statistic of optimum number of edge-cutting and balance 
optimum number of edge-cutting optimum number of balance Sequence
number 
topologies graph name 
LVM SHEM HEM LVM SHEM HEM 
1 10.test.tree 6 4 0 8 9 7 
2 100.test.tree 6 4 0 9 9 6 
3 1000.test.tree 6 4 0 7 8 5 
4 10000.test.tree 7 3 0 9 8 4 
5 100000.test.tree 6 4 0 7 4 2 
6 20x10000.100000.tree 7 1 2 8 3 5 
7 Weigh.1453 2 4 3 4 7 3 
8 Weigh.800 2 3 3 5 5 2 
9 Weigh.400 4 2 2 8 5 2 
Total 46 29 10 65 58 36 
Optimum percentage 54.12% 34.12% 11.76% 76.5% 68.2% 42.4% 
5.2. The compare of different matching models influence on balance 
LVM algorithm should be better than HEM in terms of balance at the beginning when it is proposed. The data in 
table 4 proved it is right. If some edges weight is heavy, LVM works better in balance than others, though all 
algorithms don’t work well. On the same topological structure, if the maximum weight of vertex is too large (the 
maximum weight is more than 105 times of the minimum weight), LVM has a greater advantage in balance. 
5.3. The compare of different matching models optimum number 
Table 4 shows that LVM’s optimum number in the partitioning experiment is more than the other two matching 
algorithm. A matching model cannot work well on all kinds of topologies. Usually the LVM works well when the 
graph has the following two characteristics: 1st, it has much tree like structure; 2nd, the layers of the tree structure is 
small. 
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6. Test of large scale parallel network simulation system. 
Large scale parallel network simulation system has five parts [1]: network topology, topology partitioning, routing 
configuration between subnets, generation simulation script, running scripts simulation and the results visualization 
module. Four network topologies are used in the experiments. Graph “weigh.1453” is the network topology obtained 
from the actual network through topology tools on measure and discovery. Graph “weigh.800”, “weigh.400” and 
“weigh.200” are randomly generated by topology generator. Using multilevel K partitioning, these four graphs are 
partitioned by variety conditions. Graph “weigh.1453” is 8-partitioned, and the rests are 4-partitioned. Once the 
simulated network is divided into subnets, each subnet only knows its interconnection. In order to ensure simulation 
data transfer between nodes on different simulation instances, each simulation node needs to provide routing 
information for remote connectivity. How to configure routing between the subnets should be considered after the 
subnet partitioning. Here can choose a BGP-like routing strategy. The BGP-like routing is more accurate and efficient 
routing strategy that improved on the PDNS simulator. The Internet is constituted by AS (Autonomous System) and 
the communication between AS, and the BGP protocol is usually used between ASes. The BGP-like calculates on the 
boundary router’s remote routing. According to the results of topological partitioning, it calculates the routing 
information only for the border router of each partitioning. It searches routing table according to local and remote path 
length to get the best route. Because only considering related remote routing information of border router, this method 
greatly reduces the computation time of the remote routing table, significantly reduces the scale of the remote routing 
table, thereby reduce the time required in the simulation initialization, remote routing table memory and seeking time, 
it improves the simulation efficiency. In the routing strategy implementation, in order to save memory space, to 
expand the simulation scale of a single simulation instance, in each simulation instance for internal routing, PDNS use 
NIX-Vector technology. Each simulation instance does not save local routing table, but calculate routing table in real-
time every time before sending a packet or get routing table from the NIX (Neighbor-Index) vector cache which meet 
the source and destination address, and route the package according to NIX vector using local routing 
In existing parallel simulators, PDNS becomes the most acceptable and widely used parallel simulation tools for its 
powerful function. Therefore our experience uses PDNS. At the same time using special scripts generator to 
automatically generate simulation script, network topology description and remote routing configuration script. The 
system can also complete automatically to generate scripts of TCP applications and worms applications etc. And it can 
be extended according to various other applications. These scripts will be used on some simulation vertices, and let 
these vertices run parallel. The final intuitive simulation results can be gotten through processing experimental data by 
some visualization tools. 
Table 5 Comparative data of worms spread simulation  
graph name 
 matching 
algorithm 
local traffic 
remote 
traffic 
total traffic
running time 
(s)
simulation 
efficiency(/s) 
remote traffic 
ratio
LVM 43484212 8620988 52105200 3895 13376 0.1655 
SHEM 44237477 9515897 53753374 5128 10481 0.1770 weigh.1453 
HEM 39803839 12086491 51890330 6009 8635 0.2329 
LVM 10049943 1411855 11461798 3141 3648 0.1232 
SHEM 10147932 1328773 11476705 3173 3616 0.1158 weigh.800 
HEM 9790870 1330697 11121567 3316 3353 0.1196 
LVM 5325676 622822 5948498 1643 3618 0.1047 
SHEM 5226103 685133 5911236 1634 3616 0.1159 weigh.400 
HEM 5144227 948798 6093025 1644 3706 0.1557 
LVM 2344563 496383 2840946 1019 2787 0.1747 
SHEM 2348687 410518 2759205 958 2879 0.1488 weigh.200 
HEM 2284593 545054 2829647 1065 2656 0.1926 
According to the data in the table, in most cases the three matching algorithm’s running time are relatively close 
except the first group. SHEM takes 31.7% longer time than LVM in first group. This shows that LVM is very 
excellent; although only the first two groups of data LVM is optimal. The worm spread simulation is too complex, and 
many factors affect the simulation speed.
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7. Conclusion 
Experiments show that the quality of LVM algorithm is obviously better than SHEM and HEM in the coarse 
process of multilevel partitioning of network topology, and mainly at the following three reasons.
• First, on edge-cutting, LVM algorithm is obviously better than SHEM and HEM. 
• Second, on partitioning balance, LVM algorithm is better than SHEM and HEM. LVM’s balance is close to 1. 
• Third, the running time of network worms spread simulation experiments sometimes is less obviously, the speed is 
faster.
If the vertex weights and edge weight is not positive relationship, then LVM should have a better performance. In 
most cases, a light vertex is must associated with light edge, and previous studies showed[10] that Light Edge Matching 
sometimes is slightly worse than HEM,  so in some cases,LVM will also appear worse in some situations. But if Vertex 
weight and edge heavy is not positive relationship, combined LVM with HEM, we will get a better matching 
algorithm and it will be better in balance and edge-cutting. 
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